SHuzie: A Memoir: My Journey Of Lung Cancer To Brain Metastasis
Synopsis

Shuzie is an insightful story about a young woman and mother who accidentally finds out she has Stage IV Lung Cancer with multiple Brain Tumor Metastasis. My memoir will journey through an aggressive approach to healing including five surgeries at various US Hospitals. Inspiring and awe provoking, I will discuss various rigorous treatments and the effects on myself, my friends and my family. My journey will turn as the pages of the new calendar begins.
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Customer Reviews

Take the time to purchase this Memoir. What a amazing and courageous woman who is putting her daily struggles in life out there, she is an inspiration to us all.

I knew Sherry personally. This is a wonderful book written honestly from her heart, which was as big as the oceans! An in depth and personal view of an extraordinary sweet woman, wife, daughter and mother going through a very nasty, debilitating disease, cancer. Thank you Sherry for sharing your battle "brain to lung" ..... you Sherry are the Hero!

Excellent reading very inspirational, as a cancer survivor I can relate to her experiences. Recommend this book to any loved one or any cancer patient. Outstanding book

Well written book. The strongest person you will ever meet.
Sherry has once again shared a part of herself that touches the hearts of many. I pray for her well-being and am inspired by her tremendous courage and strength as she fights this personal battle against cancer.
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